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RAISE YOUR EXPECTATIONS   
The PB series was designed to improve the cleaning performance of any 
vacuum cleaning system. From back-packs to built-In systems the PB series 
will provide an extraordinary increase in cleaning efficiency. They can be 
retrofitted to upgrade almost any canister vacuum cleaner. Lindhaus 
engineered PB series to be the ultimate cleaning accessory. It is equipped 
with the most sophisticated technical features in the world.
 
ENGINEERED TO LAST
Long service life and low vibration levels, are achieved with superior 
engineering and precision manufacturing. All rotating components are 
balanced and protected by electronic controls.
 
ELECTRONIC LOGIC
Proven integrated circuits protect the motor and the transmission from 
overload and assist the operator in making the most efficient brush height 
setting.
 
DESIGN SUPERIORITY
Rugged and efficient power brush picks up what others leave behind. Our 
maintenance free power brush has a three-year warranty on the cogged 
drive belt. With non-marking rubber tires and an electrical switch position 
to stop the power brush motor, the transition to hard floor saves time and 
reduces airborne dust.

ENCAPSULATION CLEANING SYSTEM (Standard on PB12e - 14e)
The PB12e and PB14e have the built in Lindhaus patented Encapsulation 
System; a perfect solution to clean and wash carpets and rugs with no risk 
and minimal effort. The carpet is scrubbed with our high speed brush which 
activates the applied detergent. This quickly breaks up stains and loosens 
stuck on soils, which are released into the solution and dry to a perfect 
crystal, then simply vacuum away when dry.

PB14e pro PROFESSIONAL FOR HEAVY DUTY APPLICATIONS 
This professional heavy duty power nozzle is equipped with stainless steel 
shoe plate, tool free quick brush side exchange, side cylinders for easy 
along wall cleaning, rear door for easy replacement of the motor protection 
filter, a more sophisticate electronic logic which control the overload, motor 
shut off, motor soft start and maintain the brush constant speed.

Input power (W)
Electronic overload control
Electric speed control
LED version
Cogged drive belt
Brush speed (RPM)
Brush height adjustement
Quick brush replacement no tools 
Dry Cleaning System
Brush width mm (in)
Suction width mm (in)
Double insulation
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The company Lindhaus srl reserves its right to make any modifications without any prior notice.
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